Proud to cross the 400 million metric tonne milestone

1/4th of India's seaborne cargo moves through our ports

Adani Ports and SEZ Ltd. is privileged to contribute to the nation's ambitious goal of becoming a $5 trillion economy through this unique record. We achieved this through a string of our ports and terminals, along with integrated first-mile and last-mile logistics solutions.

No.1
India's largest private ports network

17
15 ports and terminals across India & another 2 in Sri Lanka and Israel

12
Logistics parks across India

Figures as per FY 2023-24
**Congress seems to have lost mental balance: CM**

"Any person in a democracy has to face criticism. No one is spared whoever he or she may be including a Prime Minister," the BJP's senior leader had said.

"If he [the Prime Minister] is taking a tough line, it means there is a problem with him. The Prime Minister needs to go and return to his party," the senior leader had said.

---

**Unaccounted cash seized in Mahasamund**

Police in Mahasamund, a district in Chhattisgarh, have seized unaccounted cash of Rs 50.5 lakh from a vehicle.

"The vehicle was stopped during a routine check and the cash was found in the possession of a man," a police official said.

---

**GGV gets approval for Pelletron Accelerator Machine**

GGV, the leading manufacturer of medical and scientific equipment, has received approval for its Pelletron Accelerator Machine.

"This approval is a major milestone for us," said the company's CEO.

---

**Lifestyle diseases wreaking havoc**

Lifestyle diseases, including high blood pressure, diabetes, and thyroid, are on the rise in India, according to a recent study.

"The study highlights the need for targeted health interventions to address these diseases," said the study's lead author.

---

**ACB/EOW officials raided several places across the state in connection with alleged liquor scam.**

The ACB/EOW officials raided several places across the state in connection with an alleged liquor scam.

"The scam involved the illegal sale of liquor," said an ACB official.

---

**Women’s mental health on the edge, with a battle plan needed**

Women’s mental health is on the edge, with a battle plan needed to address the issue.

"We need to prioritize and implement a holistic approach to improving the mental health of women," said the report.

---

**Chhattisgarh: Chief Minister Bhupesh Baghel on Thursday slammed Congress leaders for their remarks on Prime Minister Narendra Modi and said that they should have lost their mental balance.**

Baghel, who is a senior Congress leader, said that the remarks of some Congress leaders were not only false but also vulgar.

"We are not going to take any cheap shots at each other," he said.

---

**Chhattisgarh: Anti Terrorism/ Economics/ Offences Cell (ACTEC) on Thursday arrested another criminal gang for supplying prohibited tobacco and liquor to several places in the state.**

The ACTEC officials said that the gang was involved in the illegal supply of tobacco and liquor to several places in the state.

"The gang was supplying tobacco and liquor to several places in the state," said an official.

---

**Former Liquor Corp chief held in multi-crore ‘scam’**

A former Liquor Corp chief has been arrested in a multi-crore ‘scam’.

"The ACB/EOW have arrested a former Liquor Corp chief in connection with a multi-crore ‘scam’," said an ACB official.

---

**Rajasthan: Congress flays BJP’s ‘doggy’s tail’ remark**

"Lok Sabha Speaker Om Birla hit back on Tuesday at Home Minister Rajnath Singh for alleging that the Congress was indulging in the same practice of ‘doggy’s tail’ which the BJP was," said the Congress leader.

---

**Unemployment rate remains high in Mahasamund**

The unemployment rate in Mahasamund remains high, according to a recent report.

"The unemployment rate in Mahasamund is high," said a government official.

---

**Life expectancy in India**

Life expectancy in India is 68 years, according to a recent report.

"The life expectancy in India is 68 years," said a government official.

---

**Stakeholders’ conference on India’s health status**

A stakeholders’ conference was held on Friday to discuss India’s health status.

"We need to take immediate steps to improve the health status of the country," said a government official.

---

**Chhattisgarh: Gang on Wednesday turned itself in, said it was involved in a theft.**

"The Gang on Wednesday turned itself in, saying it was involved in a theft," said a police official.

---

**Vidarbha: Enforcement Directorate raids several places in connection with alleged SSLC scam.**

The Enforcement Directorate raided several places in connection with an alleged SSLC scam.

"The ED has raided several places in connection with an alleged SSLC scam," said an ED official.

---

**MP: Two Maoris arrested, seven Maoris arrested.**

Two Maoris were arrested and seven Maoris were arrested.

"The police have arrested two Maoris and seven Maoris," said a police official.

---

**Unemployment rate remains high in Mahasamund**

The unemployment rate in Mahasamund remains high, according to a recent report.

"The unemployment rate in Mahasamund is high," said a government official.

---

**Stakeholders’ conference on India’s health status**

A stakeholders’ conference was held on Friday to discuss India’s health status.

"We need to take immediate steps to improve the health status of the country," said a government official.

---

**Life expectancy in India**

Life expectancy in India is 68 years, according to a recent report.

"The life expectancy in India is 68 years," said a government official.
Centre proposes CAJ, NRC, Mamata disposables

**NATION SHOCKED**

Drunken driving leaves six school children dead

**DTC to set alarm bells for dozing drivers at the wheels**

**Jailed K Cavitha now arrested by the CBI**

**Dismantle barriers, challenge stereotypes, clarion call in South Delhi’s LS Polls**

**Four decade jinx broken by India at the Cannes Festival**

**Electoral Bonds’ details not under RTI Act: SBI**

**Bill of 100 regional bonds in Delhi has fallen aloof from its political interest, but instead, it attempted to "save the seed of division and enmity among people."**

**Issues like economic confidence of garnering over...**

**"Till I am alive, nobody will be able to cause harm to us. Do not say anything to the people of our community. We will live unitedly, nobody will be able to cause harm to us. Do not say anything to the people of our community. We will live unitedly, everybody to live like brothers, everybody to live like brothers, hate speeches. I want..."**
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Dissmante barriers, challenge, plebiscite

India ready to cooperate if Pakistan incapable of fighting terror: Rajnath

JOB INTERVIEW

Rajnath Singh, Home Minister, says Indo-pak peace could be achieved if Islamabad becomes capable of fighting terror.

India ready to cooperate if Pakistan incapable of fighting terror: Rajnath Singh

From Page 1

Rajnath Singh, Home Minister, says Indo-pak peace cooperation could be achieved if Islamabad becomes capable of fighting terror.

India ready to cooperate if Pakistan incapable of fighting terror: Rajnath Singh

DTC to set alarm bells for dozing drivers at...
**BJP flies RJD leader Misa for remarks on PM Modi**

Praful lying on Sharad 50 per cent readiness to go with BJP: JDS(P)

**TALENTACHA**

The Opposition National Congress Party (CP) on Thursday hit out at Prime Minister Narendra Modi for remarks on Sharad Pawar and said his statement is regrettable.

The Nationalist Congress Party (NCP) of Sharad Pawar condemned PM Modi's remarks and said his action was regrettable.

In his recent statement, Modi accused Sharad Pawar of having any such claims to make.

The idea of having people with the same views in government also seems to be prevalent in the Centre.

**Ministry under the lens: Jal Shakti**

The Indian government is set to launch a new campaign called ‘Jal Shakti’ to promote water conservation and management.

The campaign aims to focus on the efficient use of water resources, particularly in urban areas.

The Jal Shakti Ministry is expected to play a key role in implementing this campaign across the country.

**NCP chief asks supporters to show victory symbol**

The National Congress Party (NCP) chief Sharad Pawar has asked party supporters to show the victory symbol of the party in public places.

Pawar's statement came in the wake of his recent meetings with the party's Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha members.

Pawar's statement has been welcomed by party leaders and supporters across the country.

**PM Modi addresses election rally in Latur**

Prime Minister Narendra Modi addressed an election rally in Latur.

He made several comments on the current political situation and his government's achievements.

Modi's speech was aimed at rallying support for his party and attracting voters.

**BJP chief says election results will define Indian politics**

BJP chief Amit Shah has said that the upcoming election results will define Indian politics.

Shah's statement comes amid increasing political polarization in the country.

The BJP has been putting in efforts to consolidate its base and win over traditional opposition parties.

**BJP announces candidates for Lok Sabha elections**

The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) has announced candidates for the upcoming Lok Sabha elections.

The party has been releasing its list of candidates in phases, with the final list expected to be released in the coming days.

**Rajasthan Assembly elections: Congress, BJP campaign intensifies**

Both the Congress and the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) are ramping up their campaign for the upcoming Rajasthan Assembly elections.

The elections are scheduled to be held in February 2023.

**Candidates complete with each other to claim credit for developments during 2019-24**

The candidates are vying to claim credit for developments during the last five years.

The campaigning phase is expected to be intense, with both parties trying to highlight their achievements and criticize the opposition.

**Upcoming LS polls on protecting Indian Constitution, democracy, Rahul**

Congress candidate Rahul Gandhi has said that upcoming Lok Sabha elections will be about protecting India's Constitution and democracy.

Gandhi has been a vocal critic of the government's policies and has been a prominent leader of the opposition in recent years.

**BJP Congress continue to blame CPI(M) for Kannur blast; Left party allegations denied**

The BJP and the Congress have been blaming the CPI(M) for the recent Kannur blast.

The CPI(M) has denied any involvement in the blast and has termed the allegations as baseless.

However, the two parties have been engaging in heated debates over the issue.

**Security grid across Jammu on high alert ahead of Modi rally**

Security has been tightened across Jammu ahead of the upcoming Modi rally.

The authorities have taken several measures to ensure safety and prevent any untoward incidents.

**BJP fields 33 per cent women candidates, 38 per cent turncoats in LS polls**

The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) has announced its candidates list for the upcoming Lok Sabha elections.

The party has fielded 33 per cent women candidates and 38 per cent turncoats in the polls.

**BJP chief calls on Sharad Pawar to join hands against political opponents**

BJP chief Amit Shah has called on Sharad Pawar to join hands against political opponents.

Shah's statement comes amid increasing political polarization in the country.

The BJP has been putting in efforts to consolidate its base and win over traditional opposition parties.

**Secrecy around Modi’s Lok Sabha election rally in Jammu**

There is tight security around the Lok Sabha election rally in Jammu.

The authorities have taken several measures to ensure safety and prevent any untoward incidents.

**CPI(M) in Kerala claims victory in state election**

The Communist Party of India (Marxist) (CPI(M)) has claimed victory in the Kerala state election.

The party has been a prominent force in Kerala and has been a vocal critic of the government's policies.

**Praful Patel: BJP's 50 per cent readiness to go with Sharad Pawar**

BJP leader Praful Patel has said that the party's 50 per cent readiness to go with Sharad Pawar is a sign of maturity.

Patel's statement comes amid increasing political polarization in the country.

The BJP has been putting in efforts to consolidate its base and win over traditional opposition parties.

**Rahul Gandhi's call for 'mass movement' against BJP**

Congress leader Rahul Gandhi has called for a 'mass movement' against the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP).

Gandhi has been a vocal critic of the government's policies and has been a prominent leader of the opposition in recent years.

**BJP, Congress strive to bring in more women candidates**

Both the BJP and the Congress are striving to bring in more women candidates in the upcoming Lok Sabha elections.

The parties have been putting in efforts to increase the representation of women in politics.

**BJP vice-president's birthday marks 30 years of RSS involvement in Jains**

The Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) has marked the 30th anniversary of its involvement in the Jain community.

The RSS has been working closely with the Jain community and has been involved in several initiatives.

**Kumar Chellapan**
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Southern comfort

The BJP must win seats in south India to reach the desired strength in the Lok Sabha

The even-numbered actions so often demands course correction and compels politicians to think pragmatically. However, the BJP has been interfering its efforts to expand footprint beyond traditional stronghold in the heartland. As political parties advise the BJP to register wins in the north and northeast and stand down south. Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s south-centric push is becoming increasingly pronounced, with keen focus on States like Tamil Nadu and Kerala, where the party has never won a BJP’s southern forces is not an impact but a crucial strategy. Traditionally, the southern states have been dominated by regional parties with strong linguistic and cultural identities, presenting formidable challenge to national parties like the BJP. However, the BJP has been prudent enough to adopt its approach to resonate with the aspirations of the southern electorate. One of the key ingredients of Tamil Nadu, Kerala, and Andhra Pradesh is cultural sympathy.

Historically, Tamil Nadu has been dominated by the Dravidian parties, primarily the AIADMK and the DMK, that fight on cultural and political dynamics, with the BJP making inroads and attempting to extend its political influence. A key approach has been instrumental in bolstering the BJP’s prospects in Tamil Nadu. Inaugurating infrastructure projects to addressing public rallies, Modi has been actively engaging with the people of Tamil Nadu. The party is set to head for a significant impact in the state. It is a question of political ambition and strategy.

Palkiboy, this is a compact and small geographical entity. It is to be found in patches near the coast. It is usually a small and narrow body. It is easy to notice if it is to be found while moving along the coast. One of the most common types of palkiboy is the small and narrow body of water found near the coast. It is usually found in the vicinity of the coast, especially in areas where the coastline is irregular. These small bodies of water are known as palkiboy.

Hindus believe in the importance of the spiritual path and the importance of rituals and ceremonies. The study of philosophy is an important part of this path. The study of philosophy helps Hindus understand the nature of reality and the relationship between the self and the universe. It also helps them to develop a sense of inner peace and happiness.

In addition, the study of philosophy also helps Hindus to develop a sense of ethical and moral principles. The study of ethics is an important part of this path. The study of ethics helps Hindus to understand the importance of right and wrong and the importance of doing what is good for society.

The study of philosophy also helps Hindus to develop a sense of knowledge and the importance of learning. The study of knowledge is an important part of this path. The study of knowledge helps Hindus to understand the nature of knowledge and the importance of acquiring knowledge.

Finally, the study of philosophy also helps Hindus to develop a sense of understanding and the importance of communication. The study of communication is an important part of this path. The study of communication helps Hindus to understand the importance of being able to communicate with others and to understand the perspectives of others.

It is important to note that the study of philosophy is not limited to the Hindu tradition. It is an important part of many other religious and philosophical traditions around the world. The study of philosophy is an important part of the development of the human mind and the development of a deeper understanding of the world.

In conclusion, the importance of the study of philosophy cannot be overstated. The study of philosophy helps Hindus to develop a deeper understanding of the world and the importance of living a good life. The study of philosophy is an important part of the Hindu path and helps Hindus to develop a deeper understanding of the world.

Elevate higher education with philosophy’s power

The National Education Policy 2020 acknowledges philosophy’s importance but falls short in its implementation

Ashok Gehlot

DEPUTY CHIEF MINISTER OF RAJASTHAN

Knowledge, behaviour and spirituality are pillars of personal development. Yet, crucial aspects of learning often lack sustained attention in educational systems

SHANTARAM SAGHORE

THE NEW PIONEER
ignoring at home, legendary football coach gets global honour

Rufus D’Souza, a 90-year-old coach who had Fort Kochi football in his life, has been honoured by Borussia Dortmund for his lifelong commitment to the sport.

The German club bestowed thehv 2022 and 2023 FIFA World Cup qualifying campaigns. It has now culminated in his receiving the prestigious Lifetime Achievement Award.

Rufus, who has been associated with the Fort Kochi Football Club since 1947, was instrumental in nurturing young talent and producing world-class players.

The award was presented to him by Borussia Dortmund’s former head coach Thomas Tuchel at a ceremony held in the city of Dortmund.

Rufus has been a pivotal figure in Indian football for over six decades, mentoring numerous national and international talents.

His contributions to the sport have been recognized by several clubs and associations around the world.

Rufus was felicitated by Borussia Dortmund, one of the most successful clubs in German football, for his immense contribution to the sport.

The Lifetime Achievement Award is given to individuals who have made an outstanding and long-lasting impact on football.

Rufus, who has been associated with the Fort Kochi Football Club since 1947, has been a mentor to many future stars of Indian football.

His legacy continues to inspire young footballers across the country, and his contributions to the sport have been acknowledged globally.

Rufus D’Souza’s legacy in Indian football will forever be etched in the annals of the sport, and his dedication and hard work have set a benchmark for aspiring footballers to follow.

The team and fans of Fort Kochi Football Club express their gratitude to Borussia Dortmund for recognizing Rufus’s incredible contributions to Indian football.

The award serves as a testament to Rufus’s enduring passion for the sport and his unwavering commitment to nurturing young talent.

Rufus D’Souza’s impact on Indian football is immeasurable, and his legacy will continue to inspire generations to come.

Rufus D’Souza during the award ceremony at Borussia Dortmund. (Photo: Borussia Dortmund)
Israel attacks Gaza, kills three sons of Hamas leader Haniyeh

The Israeli military launched an airstrike on Gaza early Thursday morning, killing three sons of the top Hamas political leader, Ismail Haniyeh. The strike came as all sides continue to negotiate a ceasefire after a week of intense fighting.

Aid agencies say that the fighting has left more than 1,000 people dead and thousands more injured. The UN estimates that around 70,000 people have been displaced from their homes.

Haniyeh left Gaza in 2019 and lives in exile in Lisbon, Portugal. His sons had often been seen in videos where they called for violence against Israel.

The Israeli military says it targeted the Hamas military command, but Palestinian militants have accused Israel of targeting civilian areas.

The United Nations has called for an end to the violence and for all sides to engage in meaningful negotiations.

US, Japan, Philippines hold first trilateral summit to counter China in Indo-Pacific

WASHINGTON, Apr 11 (THAISUB) – President Joe Biden is bringing together the United States, Japan, and the Philippines for the first trilateral summit to try to counter China’s growing influence in the Indo-Pacific.

Biden said in a joint statement that the three nations would work together to promote freedom, democracy, and prosperity in the region.

The summit comes just days after Chinese troops crossed the Taiwan Strait, a crucial choke point in the Indo-Pacific.

Biden also said that the US would provide $3 billion in security assistance to the Philippines.

China acts tough against two US defense companies

BEIJING, Apr 11 (AP) – China on Thursday announced new sanctions against two US defense companies over their involvement in the sale of weapons to Taiwan, which Beijing considers a part of its own territory.

Chinese companies are required to cut business with the two companies, which are General Dynamics and General Electric, as a sign of China’s displeasure.

The announcements come as China continues to increase its military presence in the region, particularly in the South China Sea.

China is increasing its naval and air power and has repeatedly asserted its right to protect its sovereignty and territorial integrity.

Trump administration officials said. The summit was the third in less than a year.

Biden, Abe, Kishida to launch trilateral security dialogue

President Biden, Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, and Prime Minister Fumio Kishida held a summit in Washington on Thursday to discuss ways to strengthen security and prosperity in the Indo-Pacific region.

The three leaders agreed to work together to counter China’s growing military presence and economic influence in the region.

The leaders also discussed ways to increase trade and investment, particularly in sectors such as technology and telecommunications.

China has been increasing its military spending and has been constructing artificial islands in the South China Sea.

The three leaders also announced plans to increase humanitarian aid into the hard-hit areas of the Philippines.

The summit comes amid a rise in tensions between China and the US, which has been increasing its military presence in the region.

Biden administration officials said. The announcement was made just days after Chinese troops crossed the Taiwan Strait, a crucial choke point in the Indo-Pacific.

US military believes Israel could launch missile attack on Iran

The US military believes Israel could launch a missile attack on Iran as early as next week, according to US intelligence experts.

A senior US defense official said that Israel has been planning a strike on Iran’s nuclear facilities and that the US intelligence community believes Israel has the capability to carry out such an attack.

The official said that the US intel community has been monitoring Israel’s preparations for a strike on Iran’s nuclear sites and believes that Israel is preparing for a strikes as early as next week.
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After Modi's remarks China says "sound and stable ties" serve the common interests of China and India

**AP/WIDE WORLD**

India's Prime Minister Narendra Modi speaks during a press conference Friday, Nov. 25, 2022, in Beijing. Modi said the two Asian neighbors have the potential to make a "truly significant" economic contribution to the world.

**REUTERS**

In an interview with Newsweek, Narendra Modi's remarks that eight years of a conservative polices have been preventing abortion in case of fetal abnormality in India is urgent. China believes that the two countries should work together to maintain stability at their borders.

**REUTERS**

China's foreign minister spoke to AP as the Indian prime minister is to visit China, a country that has helped Poland in its economic growth in recent years.

**REUTERS**

China's foreign minister said that the two countries should work together to maintain stability at their borders.

**REUTERS**

In 1993, abortion law was heavily debated in India.
Apple warns of Pegasus-like spyware attacks on select individuals

Govt's focus on infra development to nurture sustained revival in investment cycle: RBI report

Vistara CEO says "worst is behind us"; operations remain strong

Silicon Valley super excited about India: TiE president Anita Manwani

Digi Yatra likely to be rolled out at 14 more airports in April

Young women FICCI has new chairperson

The Young FICCI Ladies Organisation (YFLO) has appointed Priti Kanodia as its new chairperson. "I am delighted to have Priti as our chairperson. She is a shining star in the field of business and has always represented women's interests," said Dr. Kanodia.

"I am super excited and I believe that the TiE and TiE International can further strengthen in this country," said TiE president Anita Manwani. "I am sure that TiE India, under Ms. Kanodia's leadership, will continue to grow and become so important with the change is in TiE, " she added. "I in TiE, which stands for The Indus Entrepreneurs, is a not-for-profit entity, the foundation is focused on the race to net zero and green initiatives in India. India is the 14th largest carbon emitter in the world and it has a huge potential to become a leader in green energy."
With a menu that has seen minimal changes over decades, eschewing cutlery in favour of a hands-on dining experience, Bukhara at ITC Maurya boasts a cult following among both foreign tourists and local patrons, says Pawan Soni

**SPARTAN DÉCOR, REFUGES & FUSION MEETS FOOD FREAK**

Bukhara, the iconic restaurant at ITC Maurya, New Delhi, recently celebrated 45 years of success, and I had the privilege of revisiting the waterfront location. Immersed myself in the celebrations, one question lingered on my mind: Is Bukhara truly the most iconic restaurant in the city? The answer is undoubtedly this: it’s the quest considering factors like its illustrious list of state head diners and its permanently bustling ambience that doesn’t even entertain reservations. With a menu that has seen minimal changes over four and a half a decade,舍using cutlery in favor of a hands-on dining experience, Bukhara hosts a cult following among both foreign tourists and local patrons. What truly amazes me is Bukhara’s enduring success despite unconventionalism. Despite its somewhat Spartan setting and amidst a sea of North Indian and North-West Frontier cuisines in the city, Bukhara maintains its allure with a unique ambience and cuisine that is buzzing with a plethora of food outlets options is M3M IFC that is buzzing with a plethora of food outlets options from commercial hubs to surrounding areas. It is a testament to the sustained success of the brand and its offerings. The place has a captivating contemporary décor and inviting ambience that blends sophistication with warmth. The contemporary décor and sitting atmosphere create a perfect backdrop for memorable moments shared with friends and family. The service is highly professional as the servers explain the whole process of grilling and fusion to create a unique menu. Bukhara’s service is certainly a hidden gem in the commercial hub that has a huge potential in the future.

(Author is a Food critic and founder of the Big F Awards. He can be reached at Pawan.Soni@indianfoodfreak.com)

**CELEBRITIES AT BUKHARA**

**Pawan Soni**

Food critic and founder of the Big F Awards

**Anil Chadha**

Chief Executive, ITC hotels

**ABHIJIT AVASTHI**

DINING EXPERIENCE

A culinary journey ranging across the flairs of India and Italy, with the fusion primarily on the palate, it is a testament to the rich heritage and diversity of both cuisines. The thoughtfully curated bar menu, an extra layer of offerings, offers refreshing cocktails to complement your dining experience. You can feel the heat and flavor come alive as you personally grill your meal on a hot lava stone at the restaurant. Each table is a unique tale of taste, turning your dining experience into a fiery, delicious adventure. It’s indeed a world of culinary delight. This Do it yourself (DIY) twist adds an element of excitement to the experience. Fusion meets flavor here and there are many healthy options in the elaborate menu with multiple options. One must try the paneer tikka, Prawn Brochette and Prawns with Indian spices, these with a mouth-watering Sambhar and Tiramisu are must-try dishes. The place has a captivating ambiance that blends sophistication with warmth. The contemporary décor and sitting atmosphere create a perfect backdrop for memorable moments shared with friends and family. The service is highly professional as the servers explain the whole process of grilling and fusion to create a unique menu. Bukhara’s service is certainly a hidden gem in the commercial hub that has a huge potential in the future.

(Author is a Food critic and founder of the Big F Awards. He can be reached at Pawan.Soni@indianfoodfreak.com)

**Gurugram’s ever stretching frontiers**

Stand alone restaurants in the the Delhi NCR region are carving out a unique niche for themselves, says KARAN PURI

Gurugram, a bustling metropolis located in the north of India, has been seeing a remarkable growth and transformation in recent years. Of late, a plethora of options from commercial hubs to malls have mushroomed in the Golf Course Road Extension area which is fast becoming the heart of Gurugram’s foodie scene. M3M 61st Avenue, ACP, Joy street, Worldmark Gurugram, Aria mall are some of the newest malls in the area. The one place that is buzzing with a plethora of food outlets options is M3M 61st which is a commercial project developed by M3M India. Located in the heart of the city, this project is a testament to the emerging modern architecture and urban planning. It aims to redefine the business operations in the city.

The project features a sprawling glass façade, state-of-the-art facilities that cater to the diverse needs of businesses. M3M 61st Avenue, ACP, Joy street, Worldmark Gurugram, Aria mall are some of the newest malls in the area. The one place that is buzzing with a plethora of food outlets options is M3M 61st which is a commercial project developed by M3M India. Located in the heart of the city, this project is a testament to the emerging modern architecture and urban planning. It aims to redefine the business operations in the city. The project features a sprawling glass façade, state-of-the-art facilities that cater to the diverse needs of businesses. M3M 61st Avenue, ACP, Joy street, Worldmark Gurugram, Aria mall are some of the newest malls in the area. The one place that is buzzing with a plethora of food outlets options is M3M 61st which is a commercial project developed by M3M India. Located in the heart of the city, this project is a testament to the emerging modern architecture and urban planning. It aims to redefine the business operations in the city.

...
BUMRAH TAKES FIVE-FOR BUT RCB FIGHT BACK TO POST 196/8 IN IPL

"Look at the way he gives from attempting a risky dive. See his commitment, batting, want him because they can the bat he came and but when he was needed with. "Yeah, he didn't hit the wicket, giving away just 18 deliveries. He also took one Needing 15 in the final over Gavaskar."

In a contest where his fellow innings. Mark. Karthik (53 not out off Faf du Plessis (61) and Rajat Mumbai Indians in the IPL challenging 196/8 against Challengers Bengaluru to a.